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Customer Support
You can obtain technical support by using the Support page on the BMC Software Web site or by
contacting Customer Support by telephone or email. To expedite your inquiry, please see "Before
Contacting BMC Software."

Support Web Site
You can obtain technical support from BMC Software 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at http://
www.bmc.com/support_home. From this Web site, you can
Read overviews about support services and programs that BMC Software offers:
Find the most current information about BMC Software products
Search a database for problems similar to yours and possible solutions
Order or download product documentation
Report a problem or ask a question
Subscribe to receive email notices when new product versions are released
Find worldwide BMC Software support center locations and contact information, including email
addresses, fax and telephone numbers

Support by Telephone or Email
In the United States and Canada, if you need technical support and do not have access to the Web, call
800 537 1813. Outside the United States and Canada, please contact your local support center for
assistance. To find telephone and email contact information for the BMC Software support center that
services your location, refer to the Contact Customer Support section of the Support page on the BMC
Software Web site at http://www.bmc.com/support_home.

Before Contacting BMC Software
Before you contact BMC Software, have the following information available so that Customer Support
can begin working on your problem immediately:
Product information
product name
product version (release number)
Operating system and environment information, machine type, operating system type, version, and
service pack or other maintenance level, such as:
PUT or PTF
system hardware configuration
serial numbers
related software (database, application, and communication) including type, version, and service
pack or maintenance
level

Customer Support
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Sequence of events leading to the problem
Commands and options that you used
Messages received (and the time and date that you received them)
product error messages
messages from the operating system, such as "file system full"
messages from related software

Release Notes for v1.1.03
What's New
The Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform (VSP) is now fully supported.

Operations
get-lun:
The information of the LUN type is added using the element <lun-type>
New filters (raid-level, lun-type, lun-id) are added.
create-lun, delete-lun, add-lun-to-host-group, remove-lun-from-host-group
New element <lun-id> is added.
get-port
New filter (port-speed) is added.
get-disk
New filter (dp-pool) is added
get-storage-system
New elements <available-capacity-for-storage-pool-bytes> and <available-capacity-for-storagepool-gigabytes> were added.

Changes and Improvements
The code has been optimized to reduce the overall response time of all the get operations.

Fixed Issues
Operation: get-lun
The size of the Thin LUNs was not calculated correctly. Issue fixed
The RAID level and RAID group information were missing for certain LUNs. Issue fixed
Operation: get-storage-system
The value of the element <available-capacity-bytes> was not calculated correctly. Issue fixed

Known Issues
The iSCSI host mapping is not currently supported.

Customer Support
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Overview
Actor Adapter
An actor adapter performs specialized functions and serves as an interface to interact with external
systems. The actor adapter for Hitachi Storage leverages Hitachi Device Manager to interact with the
Hitachi disk arrays.

A ctor A da pte r Function in BMC A trium Orche stra tor

Overview
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Monitor Adapter
A monitor adapter obtains data from an external system and generates an event message. Depending
on the monitor adapter, it can obtain data by
pulling data from an external system by polling the system
receiving data that is pushed from an external system
The event is evaluated by rules and can trigger specific workflow processes when the rule criteria are
met.

Monitor A da pte r Function in BMC A trium Orche stra tor

Getting Started
Adapter Module Life Cycle
An adapter module contains a set of processes, schedules, rules, and configurations. You can create
schedules and rules to trigger process execution. Each operation supported by the application adapter
has a corresponding process in the adapter module. The figure below outlines the steps required to
work with an adapter module.

Overview
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A da pte r Module Life Cy cle

Supported Versions of Hitachi Storage Devices
Basically, BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for Hitachi Storage, supports every storage
system supported by Hitachi Device Manager, such as:
Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage 2000 family
Hitachi Universal Storage Platform (USP, USP-V/USP-VM)

Installing the Adapter
Getting the Adapter Package
The BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for Hitachi Storage can be obtained from BMC EPD
Web site and from Sentry Software Web site.
The package file name is: sentry-adapter-hitachi-storage-<version>.zip. It contains the aroar packages
for both the Actor and Monitor Adapters, as well as the corresponding module (that will be loaded into
Development Studio):

Getting Started
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sentry-adapter-hitachi-storage-actor_<version>.aroar
sentry-adapter-hitachi-storage-monitor_<version>.aroar
AO-AD-Hitachi_Storage.<version>.roar

Uploading the package (aroar) file in the BMC Atrium
Orchestrator Repository
1. Use your Web browser to connect to the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Grid Manager with administrative
credentials.
2. In the Manage tab click the Upload Adapter button.
3. On the next page, select the Actor Adapter .aroar file to be uploaded and click OK.

Se le cting the A ctor A da pte r to be uploa de d

Getting Started
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4. Repeat the same operation for the Monitor Adapter.
5. The adapters are then listed in the BAO Grid Manager repository and ready to be added to the Grid
and configured.

A da pte rs to be a dde d to the Grid

Getting Started
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Loading the module (roar) in BMC Atrium Orchestrator
Development Studio
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Development Studio, switch to the Library Manager view
Open the tab Import Modules and click the From Disk button
Select the .roar file to be imported.
Click the checkbox Import and Unbundle and then click the Import button.

Loa ding the m odule

Getting Started
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5. Switch to Designer view, to visualize the loaded module.

Visua lizing the loa de d m odule

Getting Started
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Pre-requisites for the Adapter
The monitoring of a Hitachi disk array relies on the SMI-S agent that is installed with Hitachi Device
Manager. Hitachi Device Manager is a software suite that needs to be installed on a separate server.

Installing the Hitachi Device Manager
Hitachi Device Manager is part of the Hitachi Storage Command Suite. The installation files are
contained on the Hitachi Device Manager Server CD.
1. Start the Installation wizard

Sta rting the insta lla tion wiza rd

2. Click Next.

Getting Started
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3. In the Select Products page, select Hitachi Device Manager.

Se le cting products

4. Click Next.
5. in the Installation Destination page, specify the Installation Folder or accept default, and then
click Next
6. In the Database Folder page, specify the Database Folder or accept default. Click Next
7. In the Specify Server Information page, enter the DNS name or IP address of the server you
are installing the Hitachi Device Manager Software on to. Click Next.

Spe cify ing Se rv e r Inform a tion

Getting Started
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8. In the Pre-Installation Confirmation page, check installation information, then click Install.

Configuring the Hitachi Device Manager
1. To access the Hitachi Device Manager go to the following URL: http://localhost:23015/
DeviceManager/

A cce ssing the Hita chi De v ice Ma na ge r

2. Click License and enter the license key or browse to location of license key file.
3. Close license screen and login to Hitachi Device Manager:
Default username: system
Default password: manager
4. In the explorer section of the Device Manager Homepage, click Subsystems; and then click Add
Subsystem.

A dding Subsy ste m s

Getting Started
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5. In the Add Subsystem page, enter the hostname, User ID and Password.

Ente ring the subsy ste m inform a tion

6. Other information might be required for some types of storage systems

Ente ring the subsy ste m inform a tion

7. Wait for the storage system to be added.

A dding the stora ge sy ste m

8. Check that the storage device is now listed correctly under Subsytems.

Ve rifica tion

Getting Started
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Adding additional users
1. Open the Device Manager Homepage > Administration, Users and Permissions page.
2. Under Users, click Add user.

A dding use r

3. In the Add User page, enter user credentials.
4. Once the user has been created, select the user and click Change Permissions.

Cha nging pe rm issions

5. In the Change Permissions page, add the View HDvM permission.

A dding the Vie w HDv M pe rm ission

Getting Started
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Configuring the Hitachi Adapter
You configure an adapter in the Grid Manager. The configuration provides information about how the
adapter interacts with Hitachi Device Manager. While each adapter must have a unique name, you can
create multiple adapters with the same adapter type to allow for different configuration properties.
The form view provides an easy-to-use interface for configuring adapters. The form view prevents
human errors that might occur as a result of copying the configuration XML from the adapter user guide
into the UI when configuring an adapter. You can switch to the XML view to configure those elements
and attributes that are not available as fields or to configure all the elements and attributes using XML
only.
However, after you switch to the XML view, and save the configuration in the XML from that view, you
cannot thereafter use the form view for modifying that configuration.

Before adding an adapter configuration, ensure that y ou hav e completed all the prerequisite tasks.

To configure the actor adapter, monitor adapter, or
both
1. Log on to the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Grid Manager.
2. Access the adapters page, by clicking the Manage tab; then click the Adapters tab.
3. In the Adapters in Repository list, select the check box corresponding to the type of adapter to be
added.
4. Click Add to Grid to include the adapter in the Adapters on Grid list.
5. Click Configure corresponding to the newly added adapter.
6. On the Add an Adapter Configuration page, perform the following sub-steps to configure the
adapter using the form view or jump to step 7 on page 18 to configure the adapter using the XML
view:
a. A Enter a name for the adapter
b. Enter a description of the adapter
c. Under Properties, enter or select values for the configuration elements. Include all required
elements indicated with an asterisk (*)
d. Click Switch to XML View and use the following steps to specify elements and attributes that
are not in the form view (Optional)
On the Warning message that appears, click Switch View
In the Properties text box, use XML format to enter the configuration elements and attributes not
available as fields in the form view
Click OK.
7. Configure the adapter in the XML view using the following sub-steps:
a. Enter a name and a description of the adapter
b. Click Switch to XML View
c. On the Warning message that appears, click Switch View
d. Copy the configuration elements and attributes form the adapter user guide into the Properties
text box, and then click OK.
e. On the Warning message that appears click Save. This saves the adapter configuration with
settings in the XML view permanently. The newly configured adapter is now listed in the

Getting Started
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Adapters on Grid list.
The table below describes the adapter configuration elements and attributes for the Hitachi Storage
actor adapter that you can specify using the form view, XML view, or both. You cannot use the form
view to configure elements and attributes that do not have an entry in the UI label column.

UI Label

Element

Definition

Required

Config

This is the parent tag wherein we specify the connection
details. Each <config> element has a "name" attribute. The
value of attribute "name" is used to refer to a specific
configuration when using multiple configuration.
The first configuration is also the default configuration.

Yes

Target

target

The IP address of Hitachi Device Manager

Yes

Port

port

User Name

user-name

Protocol

protocol

Password

password

Specifies the password for the Hitachi Device Manager. You
can encrypt the password by specifying the encryption type
attribute.
For example: <password encryption-type =
"Base64">cGFzc3dvcmQ=</password>.
This tag should not be used if the security file path is being
specified using the <security-file-path> tag. In that case,
password saved in the user defined security file or the
default security file is used.

Yes

Timeout Secs

timeout-secs

Specifies the duration in seconds, after which timeout
occurs.
Default value: 300 seconds

No

Specifies the port number of the Hitachi Device Manager.
Specify the login name for the Hitachi Device Manager.
This tag should not be used if the security file path is being
specified using the <security-file-path> tag. In that case,
username saved in the user defined security file or the
default security file is used.

Yes
Yes

Yes

Sample XML template for configuring the actor adapter - plain
password
<configs>
<config name="hds-01">
<target>hds-01</target>
<username>system</username>
<password>password</password>
<protocol>https</protocol>
<port>5989</port>
<timeout-secs>300</timeout-secs>
</config>
</configs>

Getting Started
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Sample XML template for configuring the actor adapter - encrypted
Based64 password
<configs>
<config name="hds-01">
<target>hds-01</target>
<username>system</username>
<password encryption-type="Base64">cGFzc7cdcmQ=</password>
<protocol>https</protocol>
<port>5989</port>
<timeout-secs>300</timeout-secs>
</config>
</configs>

Support for Multiple Configuration
Hitachi Storage adapter is capable of connecting to multiple Hitachi Device Manager. Each <config> is
used to designate the connection criteria for a specific Hitachi Device Manager. Each <config> element
has a "name" attribute. This configuration name is used as a value for the <target> tag in adapter
requests.
The first configuration is also the default configuration.
The figure below is an example of how a single adapter configuration having multiple remote hosts
(Hitachi Storage systems) can be defined for Hitachi Storage adapter
<configs>
<config name="hds-01">
<target>hds-01</target>
<username>system</username>
<password>password</password>
<protocol>https</protocol>
<port>5989</port>
<timeout-secs>300</timeout-secs>
</config>
<config name="hds-02">
<target>hds-02</target>
<username>system</username>
<password>password</password>
<protocol>http</protocol>
<port>5988</port>
<timeout-secs>180</timeout-secs>
</config>
</configs>

The <configs> element is optional, but mandatory when more than one <config> node is defined.

Getting Started
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Enabling the Debug Mode
If you encounter an issue and wish to report it to Sentry Software, you will be asked to enable the
Debug Mode and provide the debug output to the Sentry Software support team.
To enable the debug mode:
1. Browse to the home path of the peer on which the workflow will be executed (ex: c: \AO\cdp).
2. Then navigate to the path c: \AO\cdp\tomcat\webapps\baocdp\WEB-INF\classes
3. Open the file log4j.xml and set the below values
<appender class="org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender" name="sentryHitachi">
<param name="File" value="${catalina.home}/logs/sen_hitachi.log"/>
<param name="Append" value="true"/>
<param name="MaxFileSize" value="10240KB"/>
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="5"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="%d [%t] %-5p %c - %m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>
<logger additivity="false" name="net.sentrysoftware.hitachi.actor">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref="sentryHitachi"/>
</logger>
<logger additivity="false" name="net.sentrysoftware.common">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref="sentryHitachi"/>
</logger>

4. Once the above value is set in the log4j.xml file save and close the file.
5. Restart the appropriate peer in order to take into account the modification.
6. Now all the debug information will be stored in the file sen_hitachi.log located at "${catalina.home}
\logs (as per the example: c: \AO\cdp\tomcat\logs).

Hitachi Storage Adapter Module
Each operation supported by the application adapter has a corresponding process in the adapter
module. Top-level processes perform high-level functions and call specialized processes in
subdirectories. Each subdirectory contains process directories corresponding to the supported operation
types.

Getting Started
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Top-level Processes
The top-level processes in the Project Explorer window execute the following version-specific Hitachi
Storage processes:
Create Items
Delete Items
Update Items
Find Items

SetupValidation
The processes in the SetupValidation directory contain sample values for the request elements. These
sample values can be quickly changed to reflect the values in your environment. A process is provided to
test each supported method of executing operations in Hitachi Device Manager.

Utilities
The Utilities directory contains two types of helper processes:
General processes that perform validation and error checking
Processes that create the XML documents used in adapter requests
Processes are organized into subdirectories that correspond to the supported commands.

Version Directory
The v6.0 directory contains processes that require at least the version 6 of Hitachi Device Manager.
In the current version of the Hitachi Storage adapter, there is only one version-specific directory (v6.0).
Later versions of the Hitachi Storage adapter may implement new processes that require the version 7
of Hitachi Device Manager, in which case these processes will be grouped into a separate v7.0 directory.

Monitor Adapter Events
Monitor Adapter for Hitachi Storage
The Monitor adapter checks for messages in a specified account on an IMAP mail server. The account
information is designated in the configuration node for the adapter in the Grid Manager. This adapter
does not support multiple configuration nodes, but multiple adapters can be configured within the Grid
Manager, each with a unique configuration.

Hitachi Storage Adapter Module
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Pre-requisites
The Hitachi Storage monitor adapter is a mail based monitor which checks for messages on a specified
account on the IMAP mail server. Please make sure that the email notifications are configured for
appropriate events on the Hitachi Storage system.
Many of the Actor adapter operations trigger the creation of "jobs" in Hitachi Device Manager. For
example, when using the create-lun operation, a job is started. The create-lun operation returns
immediately before the actual completion of the LUN. The administrator needs to check the status of the
job to see whether the create-lun operation completed successfully or not.
The purpose of the Monitor adapter is to regularly check the status of the pending jobs and trigger an
event upon completion of one of them (or any other status change).
Like the Actor adapter, the Monitor adapter connects to Hitachi Device Manager and leverages its SMI-S
provider. The configuration of the Monitor adapter is therefore very similar to the configuration of the
Actor adapter for the connection and credentials settings.

A ll operations of the A ctor adapter hav e an option to force them in "sy nchronous mode", in which case the operation
will wait for the job completion before returning. W ith the "sy nchronous" option enabled, there is no need to use the
Monitor adapter to know when a job is completed.

Polling Monitor Adapter Configuration
The table below describes the adapter configuration elements and attributes for the monitor adapter for
Hitachi Storage that you can specify using the form view, XML view, or both. You cannot use the form
view to configure elements and attributes that do not have an entry in the UI label column.

Switching to the XML v iew to specify those elements not included in the form means that y ou cannot thereafter use
the form for modify ing that configuration.

Element

Description

Required

target

The target server on which Hitachi
Device Manager is running

Yes

username

The username with which to login to
the server

yes

password

The password required to authenticate
the login.
You can encrypt the password by
specifying the encryption type
attribute.
For example: <password encryptiontype =
"Base64">cGFzc3dvcmQ=</
password>.

yes

protocol

The protocol which the monitor uses to
contact Hitachi Device Manager.
Valid values: http or https (default
value: http)

no

Monitor Adapter Events
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port

The port on which the monitor will
contact the DFM server. The value
depends on the protocol selected.
Default Value 5988 for “http” protocol,
( 5989 for “http” protocol).

no

polling-interval

The time duration in seconds at which
the monitor will poll for events.
Default value: 5 seconds

no

Sample Xml template for configuring the monitor adapter
<configs>
<config name="titi">
<target>hds-01</target>
<username>patrol</username>
<password>patrol</password>
<protocol>http</protocol>
<port>5988</port>
<polling-interval>60</polling-interval>
<time-out>60</time-out>
</config>
<config name="toto">
<target>hds-02</target>
<username>admin</username>
<password>admin</password>
<protocol>http</protocol>
<port>5988</port>
<time-out>120</time-out>
</config>
</configs>

Monitor Adapter Events
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Monitor Events
A sample event generated by the monitor adapter, for the BMC Atrium Orchestrator adapter manager is
shown below:
<events>
<hitachi-monitor-event>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<line-count>2</line-count>
<target>config1</target>
</metadata>
<jobs>
<job>
<job-id>12</job-id>
<description>CreateOrModifyElementFromStoragePool()</description>
<owner>172.16.7.18</owner>
<startTime>03/22/2011:10:51:47</startTime>
<endTime>03/22/2011:10:52:28</endTime>
<state>7</state>
<status>COMPLETED</status>
<statusInformation>OK,Completed</statusInformation>
<errorCode>0</errorCode>
<errorDescription>Success</errorDescription>
<percentComplete>100</percentComplete>
<line-count>11</line-count>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>13</job-id>
<description>CreateOrModifyElementFromStoragePool()</description>
<owner>172.16.7.18</owner>
<startTime>03/22/2011:10:52:28</startTime>
<endTime>03/22/2011:10:52:38</endTime>
<state>7</state>
<status>COMPLETED</status>
<statusInformation>OK,Completed</statusInformation>
<errorCode>0</errorCode>
<errorDescription>Success</errorDescription>
<percentComplete>100</percentComplete>
<line-count>11</line-count>
</job>
</jobs>
</hitachi-monitor-event>
<hitachi-monitor-event>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<line-count>2</line-count>
<target>config2</target>
</metadata>
<jobs>
<job>
<job-id>12</job-id>
<description>CreateOrModifyElementFromStoragePool()</description>
<owner>172.16.7.18</owner>
<startTime>03/22/2011:10:51:47</startTime>
<endTime>03/22/2011:10:52:28</endTime>
<state>7</state>
<status>COMPLETED</status>
<statusInformation>OK,Completed</statusInformation>
<errorCode>0</errorCode>

Monitor Adapter Events
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<errorDescription>Success</errorDescription>
<percentComplete>100</percentComplete>
<line-count>11</line-count>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>13</job-id>
<description>CreateOrModifyElementFromStoragePool()</description>
<owner>172.16.7.18</owner>
<startTime>03/22/2011:10:52:28</startTime>
<endTime>03/22/2011:10:52:38</endTime>
<state>7</state>
<status>COMPLETED</status>
<statusInformation>OK,Completed</statusInformation>
<errorCode>0</errorCode>
<errorDescription>Success</errorDescription>
<percentComplete>100</percentComplete>
<line-count>11</line-count>
</job>
</jobs>
</hitachi-monitor-event>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<events-count>4</events-count>
</metadata>
</events>

Actor Adapter Requests and
Responses
Typical Adapter Request
The typical adapter request specifies the operations to be performed with the operation-name property
of the hitachi-storage-request object. Additional information for the operation to be performed can be
optionally specified in the arguments collection.
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-disk</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
.....
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Typical Adapter Response
The typical adapter response contains a metadata object reporting the success or failure of the request.
It also contains a single output object which itself contains various objects depending of the request.
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status >success</status >
<response-count>12</response-count>

Monitor Adapter Events
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</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status />
<execution-milliseconds />
<line-count />
<target />
<config-name />
</metadata>
<output>
.....
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Hitachi Storage Actor Adapter
The adapter requests for the actor adapter uses a set of elements, operation-type and operation-name,
in the adapter request node to execute an API call. The set of values used to make each API call is
referred to as an operation.
You use the information in this chapter with Call Adapter Activity to create an adapter request. For
detailed instructions about how to use the Call Adapter Activity, see the BMC Atrium Orchestrator
Development Studio User Documentation.
The following table lists the process names and corresponding operations that can be performed by this
adapter:
Process name

Adapter operation

Disk
Get Disk

get-disk

Jobs
Get Job

get-job

LUN
Get LUN

get-lun

Create LUN

create-lun

Delete LUN

delete-lun

Expand LUN

expand-lun

Storage Group
Get Host Group

get-host-group

Get Port

get-port

Get Host

get-host

Create Host Group

create-host-group

Delete Host Group

delete-host-group

Storage Pool
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Process name

Adapter operation

Get Pool

get-pool

Create Pool

create-pool

Delete Pool

delete-pool

Get RAID Level

get-raid-level

Storage System
Get Storage System

get-storage-system

Refresh Storage System

refresh-storage-system

Additional Information for Writing an Adapter request
Special characters used in a text field should be wrapped in the CDATA tag.
Sample text: <![CDATA[sample(&*&$#$^text]]>
When executing a sample request from this user guide you must ensure that the supporting data is
present in the Hitachi Storage system.
The execution of request may take time if the number of records associated with the query are large.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Operations
Most of the low-level processes of the Actor adapter provide two modes of operation: synchronous or
asynchronous. The user can choose in which mode to operate with the <synchronous> tag. The valid
values for the <synchronous> tag are 'yes' or 'no'. By default, the low level processes operate in
synchronous mode.
In asynchronous mode (<synchronous>no</synchronous>), the process sends the request to Hitachi
Device Manager which creates a corresponding job. The process returns immediately after the creation
of the job and does not wait for the completion of the job. In this mode, the process (create-lun for
example) only returns a job ID (once the input parameters have been validated and accepted by Hitachi
Device Manager). It is necessary to use the get-job process to check on the completion of the job
(which can take several minutes). It is also possible to use the Monitor adapter to be notified once the
specified job is completed.
In synchronous mode (<synchronous>yes<synchronous>), the process sends the request to Hitachi
Device Manager and then wait for the completion of the job returned by Hitachi Device Manager. The
process doesn't return until job completes (successfully or with an error) or the timeout is reached.
In general, it is recommended to use the synchronous mode as it ensures that consecutive actions in a
workflow are processed in the correct order.
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Disk Operations
Operation: get-disk
The get-disk operation lets administrators get the list of physical disks and their characteristics in the
specified array. It is possible to specify the exact disk to be listed with the <disk> property or the raid
group the disk is a member of with the <raid-group> property.

The ge t-disk operation is necessary before creating a RA ID Group using the cre a te -pool operation.

If all options are left blank, the ge t-disk operation will list all the phy sical disks installed in all the disk array s
managed by Hitachi Dev ice Manager.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-disk' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-disk.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
disk-name

Specifies the user defined disk name.
Valid value: Any valid string.

No

Default value: None.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

No

Default value: None.
raid-group

Returns only the disk(s) that are associated with this RAID group.
Valid value: None.
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Definition

Required

Default value: None.
dp-pool

Returns only the disk(s) that are used to create the dp pool.
Valid value: None.

No

Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-disk' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-disk</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<disk-name/>
<storage-system-name/>
<raid-group/>
<dp-pool/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-disk' Operation
Description
disk-name

Name of the disk.

storagesystem-name

Name of the storage system to which the disk belongs.

raid-group

Name of the traditional pool created using the disk.

dp-pool

Name of the dynamic or thing pool created using the disk.

size-bytes

Total size of the disk in bytes.

size-gigabytes

Total size of the disk in gigabytes.

model

Disk model.

vendor

Name of the disk vendor.

operationalstatus

Operational status of the disk.

operationalstatusdescription

Description of the operational status of the disk.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-disk' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
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<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>953</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>42</line-count>
<disk-count>5</disk-count>
<storage-system-ipaddress>172.16.10.150</storage-system-ipaddress>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<disks>
<disk>
<disk-name>R0:0</disk-name>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0.0</raid-group>
<size-bytes>287628591104</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>267</size-gigabytes>
<model>DKR2G-K300SS</model>
<vendor>HITACHI</vendor>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</disk>
</disks>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

LUN Operations
The following operations allow administrators to automate the manipulation of LUNs (also called
volumes or LUNs) in the Hitachi disk arrays through Hitachi Device Manager.
The supported operations for LUNs are:
create-lun, to create a new LUN in a storage system
get-lun, to list the existing LUNs and their characteristics
delete-lun, to remove an existing LUN for a storage system

Operation: create-lun
The create-lun operation triggers the creation of a volume (generally called a LUN, or a LU) in the
specified RAID Group or DP Pool in the specified storage system.
Once a LUN has been created, it usually needs to be added to a host group so that a server (a host) can
access the newly created volume.

Adapter Request Elements for 'create-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes
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Definition
target

Required

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
size-bytes
or
size-megabytes
or
size-gigabytes

Specifies the size of the LUN to be created.
Example value: 1073741824 or 1024 or 1

raid-group
or
dp-pool

Specifies the correct RAID group name or DP pool name on which the LUN must be
created. The RAID group or DP pool must already exist.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-pool operation to list the valid values of this
field.

Yes

Default value: None.

Yes

Default value: None
synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by Hitachi
Device Manager results in creating a job. if the 'synchronous' element is set to yes,
the adapter waits until the job completes. Otherwise the job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no
Default value: yes

Sample Adapter Request for 'create-lun' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>VSP.85678</storage-system-name>
<dp-pool>ThinProvisioningPool.3</dp-pool>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request
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Adapter Response Elements for 'create-lun' Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

raid-group

Name of the user defined raid group (traditional pool).

lun-id

Unique identifier for the newly created LUN.

size-bytes

Total size of the newly created LUN in bytes.

size-megabytes

Total size of the newly created LUN in megabytes (MB)

size-gigabytes

Total size of the newly created LUN in gigabytes (GB)

job-id

Unique job identifier that represents the creation of the pool.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Completion status of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'create-lun' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>136594</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>10</line-count>
<target>hds-03</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>VSP.85678</storage-system-name>
<dp-pool>ThinProvisioningPool.3</dp-pool>
<lun-id>HITACHI R5014EAE0071</lun-id>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
<size-megabytes>1024</size-megabytes>
<size-gigabytes>1</size-gigabytes>
<job-id>4</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-description>Success</job-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>
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Operation: get-lun
The get-lun operation lists the available LUNs (volumes, also called LUs) in the specified storage
system, as well as their characteristics. This operation is helpful to get the characteristics and ID of a
LUN that needs to be "mapped" to a new host.
The table below describes the input properties for this request. If not specified, the valid value for an
element should be assumed to be any string.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
Yes
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
lun-name

Specifies the user defined LUN name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

No

Default value: None.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined array name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

No

Default value: None.
raid-group

Returns only the LUN(s) that are associated with this RAID group.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-pool operation to list the valid values of this
field.

No

Default value: None.
lun-id

Returns complete information regarding the specific LUN.
Valid value: None.

No

Default value: None.
dp-pool

Returns only the LUN(s) that are associated with this DP pool.
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Definition

Required

Valid value: None.
Default value: None.
lun-type

Returns only the LUN(s) matching the requested type.
Valid value: None.

No

Default value: None.
raid-level

Returns only the LUN(s) matching the requested RAID level.
Valid value: None.

No

Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-lun' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
<lun-name/>
<lun-id/>
<lun-type/>
<raid-level/>
<raid-group/>
<dp-pool/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-lun' Operation
Description
lun-name

Unique name of the LUN.

lun-id

Unique identifier of the LUN.

storagesystem-name

Name of the storage system to which the disk belongs.

raid-level

RAID level of the LUN

raid-group

Name of the traditional pool from which the LUN was created.

dp-pool

Name of the dynamic or thin pool from which the LUN was created.

host-groupname

Name of the host group to which the LUN is associated.

host-group-id

Identifier of the host group to which the LUN is associated.

currentcontroller

Name of the controller.

size-bytes

Total size of the LUN in bytes.

size-gigabytes

Total size of the LUN in gigabytes.
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Description
consumedcapacity-bytes

Total amount of data stored in the LUN (in bytes).

consumedcapacitygigabytes

Total amount of data stored in the LUN (in gigabytes).

operationalstatus

Operational status of the LUN.

operationalstatusdescription

Description of the operational status of the LUN.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-lun' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>5460</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>4175</line-count>
<lun-count>3</lun-count>
<target>pc-hds</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<lun-name>00</lun-name>
<lun-id>HITACHI 830116280000</lun-id>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-type>Basic (2)</lun-type>
<raid-level>RAID1(1D+1D)</raid-level>
<current-controller>CTL 1</current-controller>
<raid-group>0.0</raid-group>
<size-bytes>28991029248</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>27</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>28991029248</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>27</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</lun>
<lun>
<lun-name>00</lun-name>
<lun-id>HITACHI 912501530000</lun-id>
<storage-system-name>HUS110.91250153</storage-system-name>
<lun-type>Thin Provisioning volume (32768)</lun-type>
<raid-level>RAID1(1D+1D)</raid-level>
<current-controller>CTL 1</current-controller>
<dp-pool>ThinProvisioningPool.0</dp-pool>
<host-group-name>toland</host-group-name>
<host-group-id>0.1</host-group-id>
<size-bytes>32212254720</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>30</size-gigabytes>
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<consumed-capacity-bytes>0</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</lun>
<lun>
<lun-name>00:40:05</lun-name>
<lun-id>HITACHI R5014EAE4005</lun-id>
<storage-system-name>VSP.85678</storage-system-name>
<lun-type>Thin Provisioning volume (32768)</lun-type>
<raid-level>RAID5(3D+1P)</raid-level>
<dp-pool>ThinProvisioningPool.4</dp-pool>
<host-group-name>toland</host-group-name>
<host-group-id>0.4</host-group-id>
<size-bytes>10737418240</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>10</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>0</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: delete-lun
The delete-lun operation sends a query to Hitachi Device Manager to remove an existing LUN from a
storage system. All the data in the specified volume are destroyed.
The delete-lun operation is typically used when decommissioning a server that was using storage
space in a disk array.

Use this operation cautiously as it cannot be undone.

The table below described the input properties for this request. If not specified, the value for an
element should be assumed to be any string.

Adapter Request Elements for delete-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.

Yes
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Definition

Required

Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
lun-name
or
lun-id

Specifies the name or identifier of the LUN that must be deleted.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values of this
field.

Yes

Default value: None.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
synchronous

Wait until the job completes.
Valid value: yes | no

No

Default value: yes

<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00:0F</lun-name>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Sample Adapter Request for Multiple 'delete-lun' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<lun-name>00:0E</lun-name>
<lun-name>00:0F</lun-name>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.830011628</storage-system-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>
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Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-lun' Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

lun-name

Name of the deleted LUN.

lun-id

Unique identifier of the deleted LUN.

job-id

Unique job identifier that represents the deletion of the pool.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Completion status of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'delete-lun' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>180608</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>5</line-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00:0F</lun-name>
<lun-id>HITACHI 830116280324</lun-id>
<job-id>20</job-id>
<job-status>In Service</job-status>
<job-status-description>PROCESSING</job-status-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Sample Adapter Response for Multiple 'delete-lun' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
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<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>280608</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>5</line-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00:0E</lun-name>
<lun-id>HITACHI 830116280324</lun-id>
<job-id>20</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</lun>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00:0F</lun-name>
<lun-id>HITACHI 830116280324</lun-id>
<job-id>21</job-id>
<job-status>In Service</job-status>
<job-status-description>PROCESSING</job-status-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Pool Operations
The following operations allow storage administrators to automate the manipulation of storage pools
(RAID Groups and DP Pools in Hitachi's terminology). Please refer to Hitachi's documentation to learn
more about RAID Groups and DP Pools.
The supported operations for pools are:
create-pool, to create a new storage pool that can be used to create LUNs
get-pool, to list the existing storage pools and their characteristics (type, size, remaining space, etc.)
get-raid-level, to get the list of available RAID levels that can be selected when creating a new
storage pool
delete-pool, to remove an existing pool

Operation: create-pool

Adapter Request Elements for 'create-pool' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-pool.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes
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Definition
target

Required

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
raid-level
or
lun-name

Specifies the RAID level or the LUN name of the pool. If the RAID level is specified,
then the number of disks will be selected automatically based of the requested
protection level.
Valid value: Please use the get-raid-level operation to get the list of available
RAID levels on the storage system.

Yes

Default value: None
pool-type

Specifies the type of the pool to be created.
Valid value: RG (RAID Group) or DP (DP Pool)

No

Default value: RG
synchronous

Wait until the job completes.
Valid value: yes | no

No

Default value: yes

Sample Adapter Request for 'create-pool' Operation
<items>
<item>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<raid-level>Raid1</raid-level>
<pool-type>RG</pool-type>
</item>
</items>

Adapter Response Elements for 'create-pool' Operation
Description
pool-type

Type of pool created.
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Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

raid-level

RAID level of the created pool.

lun-name

Name of the LUN used to create the DP pool.

job-id

Unique job identifier that represents the creation of the pool.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

jobstatusdescriptio
n

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'create-pool' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<output>
<pool>
<pool-type>RG</pool-type>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<raid-level>Raid1</raid-level>
<job-id>3</job-id>
<job-status>4096 (Job Queued)</job-status>
</pool>
</output>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: get-pool
The get-pool operation lists all of the available storage pools in the specified storage systems as well
as their characteristics (type, RAID level and available space notably).
This operation is almost a prerequisite to the create-lun operation to be able to specify in which pool a
LUN needs to be created.
When no storage-system-name is specified, the operation lists all of the storage pools available in all
storage systems (visible to Hitachi Device Manager). This can be useful to easily identify which disk
arrays have the most space available.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-pool' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-pool.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes
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Definition
target

Required

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

No

Default value: None.
raid-group
or
dp-pool

Returns only the specified RAID group or DP pool details.
Valid value: None.

No

Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-pool' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-pool</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
<raid-group/>
<dp-pool />
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-pool' Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the storage system to which the pool belongs.

pool-type

Type of pool (RG | DP).

raid-group

Name of the RAID group.

dp-pool

Name of the thin provisioning pool.

raid-level

RAID level of the pool.

disk-name

Name of the physical disks from which the pool was created.

pool-lun-name

Name of the logical device (LDEV) from which the pool was created.
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Description
size-bytes

Total raw capacity allocated from the physical disk (in bytes).

size-gigabytes

Total raw capacity allocated from the physical disk (in gigabytes).

capacity-bytes

Total amount of capacity available for the allocation of storage volumes (LUN) (in bytes).

capacitygigabytes

Total amount of capacity available for the allocation of storage volumes (LUN) (in gigabytes).

subscribedcapacity-bytes

Total amount of capacity (physical + virtual) available to be allocated (in bytes). The virtual capacity
comes into action in case of DP Volumes (LUN).

subscribedcapacitygigabytes

Total amount of capacity (physical + virtual) available to be allocated (in gigabytes). The virtual
capacity comes into action in case of DP Volumes (LUN).

consumedcapacity-bytes

Total amount of capacity consumed by all the storage volumes (LUN) created in the storage pool (in
bytes).

consumedcapacity-bytes

Total amount of capacity consumed by all the storage Volumes (LUN) created in the storage pool (in
gigabytes).

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-pool' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2589</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>65</line-count>
<pool-count>4</pool-count>
<target>hds-03</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<pools>
<pool>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<pool-type>RG</pool-type>
<raid-group>0.1</raid-group>
<disk-names>
<disk-name>R0:2</disk-name>
<disk-name>R0:3</disk-name>
</disk-names>
<raid-level>RAID1(1D+1D)</raid-level>
<size-bytes>575257182208</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>535.75</size-gigabytes>
<capacity-bytes>287628591104</capacity-bytes>
<capacity-gigabytes>267.875</capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>287628591104</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>267.875</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>0</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>0</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>0</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
</pool>
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<pool>
<storage-system-name>HUS110.91250153</storage-system-name>
<pool-type>RG</pool-type>
<raid-group>0.0</raid-group>
<disk-names>
<disk-name>R0:0</disk-name>
<disk-name>R0:1</disk-name>
<disk-name>R0:2</disk-name>
<disk-name>R0:3</disk-name>
<disk-name>R0:4</disk-name>
</disk-names>
<raid-level>RAID5(4D+1P)</raid-level>
<size-bytes>1438142955520</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1339.375</size-gigabytes>
<capacity-bytes>1150239637504</capacity-bytes>
<capacity-gigabytes>1071.244</capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>1010600771584</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>941.195</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>139638865920</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>130.049</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>139638865920</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>130.049</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
</pool>
<pool>
<storage-system-name>VSP.85678</storage-system-name>
<pool-type>RG</pool-type>
<raid-group>2.0</raid-group>
<disk-names>
<disk-name>R0:65536</disk-name>
<disk-name>R0:65537</disk-name>
<disk-name>R0:65538</disk-name>
<disk-name>R0:65539</disk-name>
</disk-names>
<raid-level>RAID5(3D+1P)</raid-level>
<size-bytes>1152787050496</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1073.617</size-gigabytes>
<capacity-bytes>864587546624</capacity-bytes>
<capacity-gigabytes>805.21</capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>617520758784</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>575.111</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>569190318080</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>530.1</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>247066787840</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>230.099</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
</pool>
<pool>
<storage-system-name>VSP.85678</storage-system-name>
<pool-type>DP</pool-type>
<dp-pool>ThinProvisioningPool.1</dp-pool>
<pool-lun-name>00:00:65</pool-lun-name>
<raid-level>RAID5(3D+1P)</raid-level>
<size-bytes>17043554304</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>15.873</size-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>17043554304</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>15.873</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>0</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>0</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>0</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
</pool>
</pools>
</output>
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</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: get-raid-level
The get-raid-level operation lists the available RAID Levels that can be configured for a new storage
pool with the create-pool operation.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-raid-level' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-raid-level.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

No

Default value: None.
pool-type

Specifies the type of the pool.
Valid value: RG (RAID Group) or DP (DP Pool)
Default value: None

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-raid-level' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-raid-level</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>
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</request-data>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-raid-level'
Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system name.

raid-level

The different RAID levels supported by the storage system.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-raid-level' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>881</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>18</line-count>
<storage-system-count>3</storage-system-count>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-systems>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<raid-levels>
<raid-level>RAID6</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID5</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID1</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID0</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID1+0</raid-level>
</raid-levels>
</storage-system>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>HUS110.91250153</storage-system-name>
<raid-levels>
<raid-level>RAID6</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID5</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID1</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID0</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID1+0</raid-level>
</raid-levels>
</storage-system>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>VSP.85678</storage-system-name>
<raid-levels>
<raid-level>RAID5(3D+1P)</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID5(7D+1P)</raid-level>
</raid-levels>
</storage-system>
</storage-systems>
</output>
</response>
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</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: delete-pool
The delete-pool operation sends a request to the Hitachi Device Manager to remove an existing
storage pool.

This operation is to be used cautiously since it implies that all LUNs belonging to the storage pool
and their corresponding data will be permanently destroyed.

Adapter Request Elements for 'delete-pool' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-pool.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.

No

Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
raid-group
or
dp-pool

Specifies the RAID group name or dp-pool name to be deleted.
Valid value: None

synchronous

Wait until the job completes.
Valid value: yes | no

Yes

Default value: None
No

Default value: yes
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Sample Adapter Request for 'delete-pool' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-pool</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0.1</raid-group>
<synchronous>no</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-pool' Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

raid-group
or
dp-pool

Name of the deleted pool.

job-id

Unique job identifier that represents the deletion of the pool.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

jobstatusdescriptio
n

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'delete-pool' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>297</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>4</line-count>
<target>hods-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<pools>
<pool>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0.1</raid-group>
<job-id>25</job-id>
<job-status>4096 (Job Queued)</job-status>
</pool>
</pools>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
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</hitachi-storage-response>

Host Group Operations
The Host Group Operations described below help administrators assign LUNs to specific hosts (or
servers). By default, when a volume is created it is not visible to any host. It is necessary to specifically
define which hosts can access the new volume.
Host Groups are logical entities in Hitachi Device Manager that describe which hosts can access which
volumes through which controller port. A Host Group contains hosts and LUNs. Hosts in a Host Group can
access all LUNs that are members of the same group.
The following Host Group-related operations are supported:
create-host-group, to create a new Host Group
add-lun-to-host-group, to add a LUN to an existing Host Group
add-host-to-host-group, to add a host to an existing Host Group
get-host-group, to list the defined Host Groups and see which hosts can access which LUNs
get-port, to list of the controller ports of a storage system
get-host, to get a list of hosts
remove-lun-from-host-group, to remove a LUN from an existing host group
remove-host-from-host-group, to remove a host from an existing host group
delete-host-group, to delete an existing Host Group

Operation: create-host-group
The create-host-group operation creates the association link between a LUN, a host and a controller
port which allows the host to access the LUN through the specified port. It is an important step of the
process of allocating storage to a server.
Host Groups also control through which port of the disk array a host can access a LUN. In most classic
cases, hosts will need to be able to access a given LUN through all ports of the disk array. So the
create-host-group operation will actually create as many Host Groups as there are ports in the specified
disk array if no port is specified in the request (one Host Group for each of these ports).

Adapter Request Elements for 'create-host-group'
Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-host-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.

No
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Definition

Required

Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
lun-name
or
lun-id

Specifies the user defined LUN name or the LUN identifier.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values of this
field.

No

Default value: None.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
wwn

Specify the Host name to which the LUN must be assigned
Valid value: Any valid string of 16 hexadecimal digits.

No

Default value: None.
port-name

Specifies the port name on which the host group must be created. If empty, host
group will be created on all the available ports.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-port operation to list the valid values of this
field.

No

Default value: None.
synchronous

Wait until the job completes.
Valid value: yes | no

No

Default value: yes

Sample Adapter Request for 'create-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-host-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00:09</lun-name>
<wwn>10000000C970FB02</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C970FB03</wwn>
<port-name/>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>
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Adapter Response Elements for 'create-host-group'
Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

host-group-id

Identifier of the created host group.

host-groupname

Name of the created host group.

lun-name

Name of the user defined LUN.

lun-id

User defined LUN identifier.

port-name

Name of the user defined port.

wwn

User defined host.

job-id

Unique job identifier that represents the creation of the host group.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'create-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>38738</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>9</line-count>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
<host-group>
<storage-system-name>HUS110.91250153</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>19.1</host-group-id>
<host-group-name>HCMD1301</host-group-name>
<lun-name>03</lun-name>
<lun-id>HITACHI R5014EAE4005</lun-id>
<port-name>CTL1-D</port-name>
<wwn>210100E08B3FDA66</wwn>
<job-id>32</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-description>Success</job-description>
</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</hitachi-storage-response>
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Operation: add-lun-to-host-group
The get-host-group operation adds a LUN to the existing specified host group.

Adapter Request Elements for 'add-lun-to-host-group'
Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: add-lun-to-host-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.

Yes

Default value: None.
host-group-id

Specifies the unique identifier of the host group to which the LUN must be added
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes

lun-name
or
lun-id

Specifies the name of the LUN(s) or the LUN identifier that must be associated to the
storage group.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by the
Hitachi Device Manager results in creating a job. if the 'synchronous' element is set
to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the job will be
queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

job-completiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No
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Sample Adapter Request for 'add-lun-to-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>add-lun-to-host-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>17.3</host-group-id>
<lun-name>03</lun-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'add-lun-to-host-group'
Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

host-group-id

Identifier of the host group to which the LUN must be associated.

lun-name

Name of the LUN to be associated with the host group.

lun-id

Identifier of the LUN that was associated to the host group.

job-id

Unique identifier of the job.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'add-lun-to-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>201233</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>9</line-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
<host-group>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>17.3</host-group-id>
<lun-name>03</lun-name>
<job-id>27</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
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<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: add-host-to-host-group
The add-host-to-host-group operation adds a host to the existing specified host group.

Adapter Request Elements for 'add-host-to-host-group'
Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: add-host-to-host-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.

Yes

Default value: None.
host-group-id

Specifies the unique identifier of the host group to which the host must be added
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes

wwn

Specifies the name of the host(s) that must be associated to the storage group.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by the
Hitachi Device Manager results in creating a job. if the 'synchronous' element is set
to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the job will be
queued.
Valid value: yes | no.

No
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Definition

Required

Default value: yes.
job-completiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'add-host-to-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>add-host-to-host-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>17.3</host-group-id>
<wwn>10000000C970FB02</wwn>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'add-host-to-hostgroup' Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

host-group-id

Identifier of the host group to which the WWN must be associated.

wwn

World wide name of the host to be associated to the host group.

job-id

Unique identifier of the job.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'add-host-to-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>201233</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>9</line-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
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<host-group>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>17.3</host-group-id>
<wwn>10000000C970FB02</wwn>
<job-id>30</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: get-host-group
The get-host-group operation lists all of the defined Host Groups in Hitachi Device Manager (or in the
specified storage system). The result of this operation provides a comprehensive view of which host can
access which LUN through which controller port.
This operation is a mandatory step in the scenario of decommissioning a server and its associated
storage volumes.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-host-group'
Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-host-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
host-groupname

Specifies the user defined host group name.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.
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lun-name

Definition

Required

Specifies the user defined LUN name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values of this
field.

No

Default value: None.
wwn

Specifies the user defined Host (wwn).
Valid value: Please refer to the get-host operation to list the valid values of this
field.

No

Default value: None.
host-group-id

Specifies the unique identifier of the host group.
Valid value: Any valid string.

No

Default value: None.
port-name

Specifies the user defined port name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-port operation to list the valid values of this
field.

No

Default value: None.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.
Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-host-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-name />
<lun-name />
<host-group-id />
<wwn />
<port-name />
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-host-group'
Operation
Description
host-group-id

Unique identifier of the host group.

host-groupname

Name of the host group.

storagesystem-name

Name of the storage system.

lun-name

Name of the associated LUN.
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Description
port-name

Name of the associated port.

controller

Name of the controller.

wwn

Name of the associated host.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2453</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>92</line-count>
<host-group-count>2</host-group-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
<host-group>
<host-group-id>0.0</host-group-id>
<host-group-name>G000</host-group-name>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-names>
<lun-name>00</lun-name>
<lun-name>01</lun-name>
</lun-names>
<port-name>CTL0-A</port-name>
<controller>CTL0</controller>
<wwns>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
</wwns>
</host-group>
<host-group>
<host-group-id>1.1</host-group-id>
<host-group-name>VSP</host-group-name>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>02</lun-name>
<port-name>CTL0-B</port-name>
<controller>CTL0</controller>
<wwn>50060E80164EAE00</wwn>
</host-group>
<host-group>
<host-group-id>16.0</host-group-id>
<host-group-name>G000</host-group-name>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00</lun-name>
<port-name>CTL1-A</port-name>
<controller>CTL1</controller>
</host-group>
<host-group>
<host-group-id>17.0</host-group-id>
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<host-group-name>G000</host-group-name>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00</lun-name>
<port-name>CTL1-B</port-name>
<controller>CTL1</controller>
<wwns>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
</wwns>
</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: get-port
The get-port operation lists all the ports of the controllers of the specified storage system along with
their main characteristics (speed and WWN notably). These ports are sometimes called "Target Ports".
Host Groups define which hosts can access which LUNs through which controller port. It is therefore
necessary to know the ports of the storage system before assigning LUNs to hosts.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-port' Operation
Definition
operationname

Required

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.

Yes

Valid value: get-port.

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.
Default value: None.
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port-name

Definition

Required

Specifies the user defined port name.
Valid value: Any valid value.

No

Default value: None.
port-speed

Returns complete information regarding the port that matches the specified speed.
When the port-speed element is not present, the command reports on all ports.
Valid value: Any valid value.

No

Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-port' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-port</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<port-name />
<port-speed />
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-port' Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

port-name

Name of the port.

port-wwn

Unique identifier of the port.

port-speed

Port speed in bits per second.

controller

Name of the controller.

operationalstatus

Operational status of the port.

operationalstatusdescription

Description of the operational status of the port.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-port' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>515</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>28</line-count>
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<port-count>4</port-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<ports>
<port>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<port-name>CTL0-A</port-name>
<port-wwn>50060E80104547C0</port-wwn>
<port-speed>2125000000</port-speed>
<controller>CTL0</controller>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
<port>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<port-name>CTL0-B</port-name>
<port-wwn>50060E80104547C1</port-wwn>
<port-speed>2125000000</port-speed>
<controller>CTL0</controller>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
<port>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<port-name>CTL1-A</port-name>
<port-wwn>50060E80104547C2</port-wwn>
<port-speed>2125000000</port-speed>
<controller>CTL1</controller>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
<port>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<port-name>CTL1-B</port-name>
<port-wwn>50060E80104547C3</port-wwn>
<port-speed>2125000000</port-speed>
<controller>CTL1</controller>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
</ports>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>
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Operation: get-host
The get-host operation lists the WWN addresses that are visible to the storage system and therefore
either connected to the same SAN fabric or manually declared in Hitachi Device Manager.

It is not required to use this operation before running the create-host-group operation.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-host' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-host.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default Value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-host' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-host</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>
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Adapter Response Elements for 'get-host' Operation
Description
wwn

World wide name of the host (16 hexadecimal digits).

storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-host' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>344</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>37</line-count>
<storage-system-count>3</storage-system-count>
<target>pc-hds</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-systems>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>10000000C96B6DC6</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
<wwn>2100001B3284D3DD</wwn>
<wwn>21000024FF039A65</wwn>
<wwn>500507680110B70A</wwn>
<wwn>500507680120B70A</wwn>
<wwn>500507680130B6B3</wwn>
<wwn>500507680130B70A</wwn>
<wwn>500507680140B6B3</wwn>
<wwn>50060E80164EAE00</wwn>
</wwns>
</storage-system>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>HUS110.91250153</storage-system-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>10000000C954A628</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C95D8907</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96B6DC5</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96B6DC6</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C9DB7810</wwn>
<wwn>210000E08B3FDB62</wwn>
<wwn>210100E08B3FDB62</wwn>
<wwn>5000087000536BEC</wwn>
<wwn>50000870005D0639</wwn>
<wwn>50000870005D063A</wwn>
<wwn>50000870005D06D8</wwn>
</wwns>
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</storage-system>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>VSP.85678</storage-system-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>10000000C96B6DC5</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96B6DC6</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
<wwn>2100001B328879BF</wwn>
<wwn>210000E08B3FDB62</wwn>
<wwn>210100E08B3FDA67</wwn>
<wwn>210100E08B3FDA69</wwn>
<wwn>210100E08B3FDB62</wwn>
</wwns>
</storage-system>
</storage-systems>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: remove-lun-from-host-group
The remove-lun-from-host-group operation removes a LUN from the existing specified host group.

Adapter Request Elements for 'remove-lun-from-hostgroup' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: remove-lun-from-host-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.
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Definition

Required

Default value: None.
host-group-id

Specifies the unique identifier of the host group from which the LUN must be
removed
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes

lun-name
or
lun-id

Specifies the name of the LUN(s) or the LUN identifier that must be unassociated
from the storage group.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by the
Hitachi Device Manager results in creating a job. if the 'synchronous' element is set
to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the job will be
queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

job-completiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'remove-lun-from-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>remove-lun-from-host-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>17.3</host-group-id>
<lun-name>03</lun-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>
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Adapter Response Elements for 'remove-lun-from-hostgroup' Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

host-group-id

Identifier of the host group from which the LUN must be removed.

lun-name

Name of the LUN to be removed from the host group.

lun-id

Identifier of the LUN that was removed from the host group.

job-id

Unique identifier of the job.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'remove-lun-from-host-group'
Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>201233</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>9</line-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
<host-group>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>17.3</host-group-id>
<lun-name>03</lun-name>
<job-id>28</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>
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Operation: remove-host-from-host-group
The remove-host-from-host-group operation removes a host from the existing specified host group.

Adapter Request Elements for 'remove-host-from-hostgroup' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: remove-host-from-host-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.

Yes

Default value: None.
host-group-id

Specifies the unique identifier of the host group from which the host must be
removed
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes

wwn

Specifies the name of the host(s) that must be unmapped from the host group.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by the
Hitachi Device Manager results in creating a job. if the 'synchronous' element is set
to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the job will be
queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

job-completiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No
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Sample Adapter Request for 'remove-host-from-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>remove-host-from-host-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>17.3</host-group-id>
<wwn>10000000C970FB02</wwn>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'remove-host-fromhost-group' Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

host-group-id

Identifier of the host group from which the WWN must be removed.

wwn

World Wide Name of the host to be removed from the host group.

job-id

Unique identifier of the job.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'remove-host-from-host-group'
Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>201233</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>9</line-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
<host-group>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>17.3</host-group-id>
<wwn>10000000C970FB02</wwn>
<job-id>29</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
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</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: delete-host-group
The delete-host-group operation destroys an association between a LUN, a host and a controller port.

This operation is to be used cautiously as hosts members of the specified Host Group may no longer
be able to access the associated LUNs.

No data is destroy ed in the process.

Adapter Request Elements for 'delete-host-group'
Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-host-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
host-group-id
or wwn

Specifies the unique identifier of the host group that must be deleted or the host
(wwn) that must be unassociated from the host group. if no other host is associated
to this host group then the host group itself will be deleted.
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Definition

Required

Valid value: None.
Default value: None.
synchronous

Wait until the job completes.
Valid value: yes | no

No

Default value: yes

Sample Adapter Request for 'delete-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-host-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>0.1</host-group-id>
<synchronous/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-host-group'
Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.

host-group-id

Identifier of the deleted host group.

host-groupname

Name of the deleted host group.

lun-name

Name of the associated LUN.

port-name

Name of the associated port.

wwn

Name of the associated host.

job-id

Unique job identifier that represents the deletion of the host group.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'delete-host-group' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
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<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>33765</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>hds-01</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
<host-group>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-id>0.1</host-group-id>
<host-group-name>HCMD0003</host-group-name>
<lun-name>03</lun-name>
<port-name>CTL0-A</port-name>
<wwn>2100001B328460D4</wwn>
<job-id>33</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Array Operations
The operations described in this section allow administrators to interact with the storage systems
managed by Hitachi Device Manager.
Currently, there are only two operations related to the storage systems:
get-storage-system, to list the available storage systems (disk arrays or virtualization controllers)
refresh-storage-system, to force Hitachi Device Manager to take into account the latest
modifications made to the storage systems.

Operation: get-storage-system
The get-storage-system operation lets the administrators list the available disk arrays and virtualization
controllers visible through Hitachi Device Manager. The operation also provides useful information about
each storage system, including the model and serial number, as well as its overall capacity (total,
consumed and available).
The get-storage-system operation is a prerequisite operation before allocating or deleting storage as
such operations require the name of the storage system where the action is supposed to take place.
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Adapter Request Elements for 'get-storage-system'
Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-storage-system.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Any valid string.

No

Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-storage-system' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-storage-system</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-storage-system'
Operation
Description
storagesystem-name

Name of the user defined storage system.
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Description
storagesystemipaddress

IP address of the storage system.

model

Model of the storage system.

serial-number

Serial number of the storage system.

size-bytes

Total raw capacity of the storage system (in bytes).

size-gigabytes

Total raw capacity of the storage system (in gigabytes).

availablecapacity-bytes

Remaining usable capacity available in the storage system (in bytes).

availablecapacitygigabytes

Remaining usable capacity available in the storage system (in gigabytes).

availablecapacity-forstorage-poolbytes

Remaining usable capacity for the creation of storage pools (in bytes).

availablecapacity-forstorage-poolgigabytes

Remaining usable capacity for the creation of storage pools (in gigabytes).

subscribedcapacity-bytes

Total amount of capacity usable for the allocation of pools or volumes (LUN) (in bytes).

subscribedcapacitygigabytes

Total amount of capacity usable for the allocation of pools or volumes (in gigabytes).

operationalstatus

Operational status of the storage system.

operationalstatusdescription

Description of the operational status of the storage system.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-storage-system' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>1326</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>36</line-count>
<storage-system-count>3</storage-system-count>
<target>hds-03</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-systems>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
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<storage-system-ipaddress>10.0.10.150</storage-system-ipaddress>
<model>AMS2100</model>
<serial-number>83011628</serial-number>
<size-bytes>1438142955520</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1339.375</size-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>287628591104</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>267.875</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-for-storage-pool-bytes>1287628591104</available-capacity-for-storage
<available-capacity-for-storage-pool-gigabytes>1267.875</available-capacity-for-storage<subscribed-capacity-bytes>184938510336</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>172.237</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</storage-system>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>HUS110.91250153</storage-system-name>
<storage-system-ipaddress>10.0.10.205</storage-system-ipaddress>
<model>HUS110</model>
<serial-number>91250153</serial-number>
<size-bytes>2876285911040</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>2678.75</size-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>575257182208</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>535.75</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-for-storage-pool-bytes>1287628591104</available-capacity-for-storage
<available-capacity-for-storage-pool-gigabytes>1267.875</available-capacity-for-storage<subscribed-capacity-bytes>164334927872</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>153.049</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</storage-system>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>VSP.85678</storage-system-name>
<storage-system-ipaddress>10.0.10.38</storage-system-ipaddress>
<model>VSP</model>
<serial-number>85678</serial-number>
<size-bytes>17697467879424</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>16482.051</size-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>1062604636160</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>989.628</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-for-storage-pool-bytes>1287628591104</available-capacity-for-storage
<available-capacity-for-storage-pool-gigabytes>1267.875</available-capacity-for-storage<subscribed-capacity-bytes>14183110148096</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>13209.051</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</storage-system>
</storage-systems>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: refresh-storage-system
Hitachi Device Manager does not automatically take into account operations that have been performed
directly on the storage system itself (LUN creation, host mapping, etc.).
To make sure that the information retrieved by the Actor Adapter reflects not only the state of Hitachi
Device Manager but also the current state of the storage system, it may be necessary to first
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synchronize Hitachi Device Manager with the content of the managed storage systems.
To synchronize Hitachi Device Manager with the managed storage systems, use the refresh-storagesystem operation. This operation may take some time to complete (several minutes) according to the
number of managed storage systems.
To synchronize Hitachi Device Manager with only one single storage system, specify both the storagesystem-ipaddress and the storage-system-family values as retrieved by the get-storage-system
operation. The synchronization completes much faster with one single system.

Adapter Request Elements for 'refresh-storage-system'
Operation
Definition

Required

operation

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: refresh-storage-system.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 300, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystemipaddress

Specifies the IP address of the storage system.
Valid value: None.

storagesystem-family

Specifies the family of the storage system.
Valid value: None.

Default value: None.

Default value: None.
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Sample Adapter Request for 'refresh-storage-system' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>refresh-storage-system</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-ipaddress>10.0.10.205</storage-system-ipaddress>
<storage-system-family>R700</storage-system-family>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'refresh-storage-system'
Operation
Description
refresh-output

Complete report of the refreshed storage system.

Sample Adapter Response for 'refresh-storage-system' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>142863</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>1</line-count>
<storage-system-count>1</storage-system-count>
<target>hds-03</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<refresh-outputs>
<refresh-output>
<storage-system-info>An instance of StorageArray
objectID=ARRAY.R700.85678
name=VSP@10.0.10.38
description=VSP (85678) at 10.0.10.38
serialNumber=85678
arrayFamily=R700
arrayType=R700
microcodeVersion=70-02-06/00
agentVersion=06_02_00
productName=RAID700
controllerVersion=70-02-08-00/00
numberOfControllers=2
capacityInGB=13,332
cacheInMB=23,552
sharedMemoryInMB=-1
numberOfSpareDrives=-1
freeCapacityInGB=13,172
allocatedCapacityInGB=160
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hihsmCapacityInGB=0
onDemandCapacityInGB=0
totalFreeSpaceInGB=943
largestFreeSpaceInGB=483
capacityInKB=13,979,813,957
freeCapacityInKB=13,811,936,773
allocatedCapacityInKB=167,877,184
hihsmCapacityInKB=0
onDemandCapacityInKB=0
totalFreeSpaceInKB=989,459,200
largestFreeSpaceInKB=506,653,440
multipathSupport=1
securityStatus=2
sequenceNumber=85678
displayArrayFamily=VSP
displayArrayType=VSP
numberOfLUs=113
numberOfAllocatedLUs=14
numberOfUnallocatedLUs=92
slprStatus=-1
openTotalCapacity=13,979,813,957
openAllocatedCapacity=167,877,184
openFreeCapacity=13,811,936,773
openHiHsmCapacity=0
openOnDemandCapacity=0
imTotalCapacity=0
imAllocatedCapacity=0
imFreeCapacity=0
imHiHsmCapacity=0
imOnDemandCapacity=0
mfTotalCapacity=0
mfHiHsmCapacity=0
mfOnDemandCapacity=0
mfAllocatedCapacity=0
mfUnallocatedCapacity=0
numberOfOpenAllocatedLUs=14
numberOfOpenUnallocatedLUs=92
numberOfImAllocatedLUs=0
numberOfImUnallocatedLUs=0
numberOfMfLDEVs=0
numberOfAllocatedMfLDEVs=0
numberOfUnallocatedMfLDEVs=0
productCode=1
lastRefreshed=1,355,234,387
autoFormatLU=0
statusOfDBInconsistency=0
configUpdateStatus=0
openAllocatedActualCapacity=150,049,728
openUnallocatedCapacity=13,451,225,669
openUnallocatedActualCapacity=13,385,113,600
openReservedCapacity=360,711,104
openReservedActualCapacity=360,711,104
numberOfReservedLUs=7
numberOfOpenReservedLUs=7
numberOfImReservedLUs=0
distributedMode=-1
List of 1 CommParameters elements:
An instance of CommParameters
ipAddress=10.0.10.38
userID=root</storage-system-info>
</refresh-output>
</refresh-outputs>
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</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Job Operations
As described in the Monitor Adapter chapter, most operations of the Actor Adapter, when configured to
run in asynchronous mode, return immediately after the request is sent to Hitachi Device Manager and
provide simply an ID of the job that has been created accordingly. It is then up to the higher-level
workflow to check on the completion and status of this job to evaluate whether the operation succeeded
or not.
There is only one single job-related operation available: get-job, which lists the jobs in Hitachi Device
Manager and returns the current status of each of them.

Operation: get-job
The get-job operation lets a workflow determine the current status of a job that was previously
triggered by an earlier operation, such as create-lun, create-host-group, etc.
The get-job operation is typically used in a loop to continuously check the status of a pending job and
wait for its completion before starting another operation that depends on the success of a previous step
(like assigning hosts to a LUN, only once the LUN has been successfully created).
When no job-id value is provided, the operation lists all of the jobs in Hitachi Device Manager, pending,
running and completed. The list can become very long when a lot of activity has taken place with Hitachi
Device Manager.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-job' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-job.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an Hitachi Device Manager.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to Hitachi Device
Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request overrides the
value specified in adapter configuration.
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Definition

Required

Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
job-id

Specifies the user defined job identifier.
Valid value: Any valid number as returned with the job-id of the previous
asynchronous operation (create-lun, etc.).

No

Default value: None

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-job' Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-job</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<job-id/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-job' Operation
Description
job-id

Unique identifier of the job.

job-description

Description of the job.

job-status

Execution status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Description of the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-job' Operation
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>109</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>64</line-count>
<job-count>16</job-count>
<target>hds-03</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<jobs>
<job>
<job-id>1</job-id>
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<job-description>ExposePaths({ LUNames=HITACHI R5014EAE006D, DeviceAccesses=2, ProtocolC
<job-status>COMPLETED</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>2</job-id>
<job-description>HidePaths({ LUNames=HITACHI R5014EAE006D, ProtocolControllers=DeviceID=
<job-status>COMPLETED</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>3</job-id>
<job-description>ExposePaths({ InitiatorPortIDs=210100E08B3FDA66, ProtocolControllers=De
<job-status>FAILED</job-status>
<job-status-description>The specified WWN "21.01.00.E0.8B.3F.DA.66" is not available. Th
</job>
<job>
<job-id>4</job-id>
<job-description>ExposePaths({ InitiatorPortIDs=210100E08B3FDA64, ProtocolControllers=Dev
<job-status>COMPLETED</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>5</job-id>
<job-description>ExposePaths({ InitiatorPortIDs=210100E08B3FDA66, ProtocolControllers=De
<job-status>FAILED</job-status>
<job-status-description>The specified WWN "21.01.00.E0.8B.3F.DA.66" is not available. Th
</job>
<job>
<job-id>6</job-id>
<job-description>ExposePaths({ InitiatorPortIDs=210100E08B3FDA64, ProtocolControllers=Cr
<job-status>COMPLETED</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</job>
</jobs>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Use Cases
The workflows described in this section are examples of how to combine the low-level operations to
provision storage for a new server and decommission a server as well as remove its attached storage.
You can use these examples to build your own storage provisioning workflows.
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Operation: provision-server

Adapter Request Elements for 'provision-server'
Operation
storagesystem-name

Definition

Required

Specifies the storage system name on which the LUN has to be created.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
size-bytes
or
size-megabytes
or
size-gigabytes

raid-group OR
dp-pool

Specifies the size (in bytes, megabytes or gigabytes) of the LUN to be created.
Valid value: A positive integer. Example value: 1073741824 or1024 or 1

Yes

Default value: None.

Specifies the correct RAID group name or DP pool name on which the LUN must be
created. The RAID group or DP pool must already exist.
Valid value: None.

Yes

Default value: None.
wwn

Specifies the name of the host(s) to which the created LUN(s) must be associated.
Valid value: Any valid string of 16 hexadecimal digits

Yes

Default value: None.
port-name

Specifies the port name on which the host group must be created. When the "portname" element is not present, the command reports on all available ports.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-port operation to list the valid values of this
field.
Default value: None

Sample Adapter Request for 'provision-server'
Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0.0</raid-group>
<size-bytes>2147483648</size-bytes>
<wwn>10000000C970FB03</wwn>
<port-name>CTL0-A</port-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'provision-server'
Operation
Response 1: create-lun
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>24125</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>9</line-count>
<target>hds-02</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0.0</raid-group>
<lun-name>14</lun-name>
<size-bytes>2147483648</size-bytes>
<wwn>10000000C970FB03</wwn>
<port-name>CTL0-A</port-name>
<job-id>5</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Response 2: create-host-group
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>37593</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>7</line-count>
<target>hds-02</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
<host-group>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
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<lun-name>14</lun-name>
<port-name>CTL0-A</port-name>
<wwn>10000000C970FB03</wwn>
<job-id>6</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Operation: decommission-server

Adapter Request Elements for 'decommission-server'
Operation
storagesystem-name

Definition

Required

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be collected.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system s operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
wwn
or
host-group-id

Specifies the name of the host(s) that must be unassociated from the host group or
the identifier of the host group that must be deleted completely. If no other host is
associated to this host group then the host group itself will be deleted. Also, if the
LUN is not associated to any host group then the LUN will be deleted.
Valid value: Any valid string.

Yes

Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'decommission-server'
Operation
<hitachi-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-host-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<wwn>10000000C970FB03</wwn>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</hitachi-storage-request>

Response 1: delete-host-group
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
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<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>47548</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>8</line-count>
<target>hds-02</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<host-groups>
<host-group>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<host-group-name>HCMD0004</host-group-name>
<lun-name>15</lun-name>
<port-name>CTL0-A</port-name>
<wwn>10000000C970FB03</wwn>
<job-id>10</job-id>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
</host-group>
</host-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>

Response 2: delete-lun
<hitachi-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>22516</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>5</line-count>
<target>hds-02</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>15</lun-name>
<job-id>11</job-id>
<job-status-description>Success</job-status-description>
<job-status>OK</job-status>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</hitachi-storage-response>
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